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1919
Montana cowboy J. Robert Atkinson establishes Braille Institute of
America, originally named The Universal Braille Press. In 1912, Atkinson
loses his eyesight and starts The Press because few braille books are
available for the blind. Philanthropist Mary Beecher Longyear and her
husband John donate a gift of $25,000 to help establish the organization.

#aicc

1933
Braille Institute staff in front of the Los Angeles facility
at 741 North Vermont Avenue. The facility has been in the
same location since 1933.

#aicf

1936

#aidh

1948
The first edition of a braille children’s anthology, Expectations, is
published as a free gift to children who are blind. It is published continuously for 60 years.

#aied

1954

Braille Institute begins demonstrating hand-held magnification devices through its
visual aid program. Today, our low vision specialists provide one-on-one consultations
and develop personalized plans to help individuals maximize their remaining vision.

1921

Atkinson pushes for a federal law that provides rent-free space in federal
office buildings for blind vendors because he believes that people who are
blind should have employment opportunities.

#aiei

The Universal Braille Press operates out of the Atkinsons’ home in Los Angeles from 1919
to 1922. Braille pages hang out to dry in the Atkinsons’ garage press room. Over a 5-year period,
the Atkinsons’ transcribed over 1 million words of ink print into braille.

#aich

Adaptive cooking is introduced as one of the many daily living skills
that is taught at Braille Institute. Instructors today provide hands-on
training in cooking, labeling and navigating around the home so students
can remain independent.

#aiba

#aibi

1929
Atkinson lobbies for federal legislation to fund raised-print materials through the
Library of Congress Services for the Blind, now known as the National Library Service (NLS).
Today, Braille Institute is an award-winning branch of the NLS with over 100,000 titles available.

1938
Braille Institute publishes the first braille Merriam-Webster Student
Dictionary (32 volumes) which for the first time includes a braille code for
pronunciation. Volunteers are first introduced into Braille Institute as home teachers.

#aidd

1944
Socialite Edith Wakeman-Hughes uses an oversized piggy bank
nicknamed “Aurora the Pig” to successfully raise funds for Braille
Institute. Installed at LA’s Original Farmer’s Market, “Aurora” raises
$90,000.

1959
#aifa

1961

Braille Institute offers its first youth camp, for children both sighted and blind to
participate. Today, our youth program supports the nine areas of the Expanded Core
Curriculum, as well as provides Applied Skills Outings for youth ages 7-19.
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#bjjj

2000
The first Braille Challenge is held to promote braille literacy and
higher education. Every year, over 1,000 students compete in Braille
Challenge regionals across North America. The 50 students with the highest
scores are invited to the finals in Los Angeles.

#aifc

1963
Braille Institute Auxiliary in Los Angeles is established. Today, auxiliaries
continue to raise funds that support Braille Institute’s work throughout Southern
California.

#aigb

1972
Braille Institute installs the nation’s first computerized library circulation
system for people who are blind.

#aihc

1983
Child Development services are established. Today, child development consultants
work with the entire family to help children who are visually impaired from birth to age 6
with resources, education and support.

#bjad
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2014
Connection Pointe is launched in LA to assist students with utilizing
technology. Today, all centers offer hands-on classes and one-on-one
assistance with using apps and accessibility features on mobile phones,
tablets and computers.

#bjai

2019
Braille Institute offers hundreds of programs and services all free of
charge, thanks to the support of donors, volunteers and staff members. Each
year Braille Institute serves over 37,000 people of all ages and demonstrates
that vision rehabilitation is a beginning, not an end.

Braille Institute
is celebrating its centennial!
For 100 years, Braille Institute has been positively transforming the lives of those with
vision loss. What started out as a small press in one man’s garage has grown into
one of the largest organizations serving people who are blind or visually impaired in
the country.

#ajj ye>s

#aiia

1991
The Insight Series, the first videotape series of its kind in the nation, is
produced and distributed to provide people with instruction, hope and confidence.
Mail distribution of the videos allows the organization to reach people nationally.

1-800-BRAILLE (272-4553)
BrailleInstitute.org
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